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Ireland. 5 In it, Lisa Bitel emphasises that we must search for the female voice in textual silences and discontinuities, locating clearings in the jungle growth of ecclesiastical literature. 6 Her work, while not totally satisfactory, does place Irish women within a christian circumference.
The Irish evidence, like that elsewhere, poses particular challenges and opportunities-its forms are distinctive. It includes a body of vernacular legal material, unparalleled in volume and scope in the medieval West; 7 genealogies, encoding ideology as much as DNA, contain an unrivalled level of detail; 8 Irish annals provide a continuous and contemporary political narrative, from at least the second half of the sixth century, which has no early medieval equal. 9 Women feature in all, even if their position is usually marginal to that of the male aristocratic and clerical elite, a marginality which is not unique, for the voices of the non-aristocratic, male and female, recede forever beyond the threshold of sound.
There are other difficulties. The law tracts and genealogies tend to be normative and prescriptive; they are not always descriptive of real people and situations. Annals skew the memory of person and event through the inevitably distorting lens of authorship and context. It is sometimes impossible to rescue women from the sea of hungry pasts. Furthermore, the virtual absence of charters 10 means that it is tricky to get a firm hold on the practical property rights of women, as distinct from the theory presented by the laws-a significant drawback because status and power were intimately related to property use and possession. There is no reason to think it is anything other than a male product. The question remains as to whether it records female aspirations.
The Life is no more than an anecdote which purports to describe the defining moment in Cranat's career, a moment when she successfully opposes Cairpre Crom ( † ...she made up her mind that she would not go to a man and that she would not ruin her virginity…. And she struck her two eyes out of her head and she put them into the hands of the two nuns, Máel Bracha and Laithche, who were in her company.
The opposition of the saint to marriage is a well-attested theme in medieval writing, originating in the radical demands of early christian women who rejected the role stereotyping of the Later Roman Empire. For them, the preservation of virginity and the rejection of sexual relations was liberating. 21 This was not to last. Liberation became institutionalisation and female freedom was circumscribed. The importance of virginity and the struggle to preserve it was reified as a literary device. Thus, Cranat's determined defence of her virginity is a christian commonplace.
Her particular, and shocking, realisation of it is indebted to the example of Brigit.
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In the seventh-century Latin Life, Vita Prima, God liquifies one of Brigit's eyes so that she can avoid marriage. 23 This was subsequently developed in the Old Irish Life, Bethu Brigte, where Brigit blinds herself by thrusting a finger into her eye, and the incident became a mainstay of the saint's cult. 24 Brigit's physical deformity convinces her father to let the saint enter the religious life. Subsequently and unsurprisingly Brigit's eye is restored. This is extreme; it also relates to two traditions. On the one hand, it evokes the Irish ideal of physical perfection which kings were meant to embody. This was more than a motif: the mutilation of a king could put him out of office and there are several instances of blinding being used as a method of political exclusion, particularly from the eleventh century. 25 Brigit's experience is a subversive reading of the ideology and practice.
In addition, her mutilation is tied to the christian motif of bodily pain as a path to spiritual perfection, which arose from the belief that suffering was necessary for salvation. 26 Christ is the obvious inspiration. However, the motif came to be most memorably applied to women, especially the female virgin martyr who is frequently portrayed as the object of sadistic torture in christian texts. These narratives foreground an almost pornographic sexual pain, and a concomitant extreme pleasure experienced by the torturer, sufferer and audience as the virginal suffering body is disturbingly Fínán, but is careful to promise that the sovereignty of Fir Maige will remain within his family and not pass away to strangers. 30 She also enforces the dues owing to her churches from Fir Maige.
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It is apparent that Cranat is used to bolster Fir Maige independence and increase church revenues. Her defence of virginity seems stereotypical-she never truly challenges male hierarchies. In fact, this text supports these hierarchies through Cranat's blessing of her people's kingship. Her miracles work in a patriarchal frame-other women would not have had the same miraculous options. Cranat's self-mutilation might be read as empowering, as stressing the saint's control over her own bodily integrity, but this interpretation is undercut by the perhaps purposeful hilarity with which the anecdote concludes. Her follower, Laithche, has to scrabble around in a tree to find one of the saint's eyes. She succeeds. However, bark adheres to the rescued eyeball and this
gives Cranat a fierce look after she pops it back into its socket. 32 Rather than gazing out, Cranat's eye is subject to the bemused gaze of author and audience. The episode describes how Canir, a holy virgin, is praying in her Benntraige hermitage when she has a vision of all the churches in Ireland. A pillar of fire rises from each, but the highest blazes from Inis Cathaig and Canir decides that she wishes to die and be buried there. The saint travels north until she reaches the Shannon Estuary. This is no obstacle and she walks across water, only to be accosted just before landfall by an unwelcoming Senán. He refuses to allow Canir ashore, simply because she is a woman.
Senán's overt misogyny is overturned by Canir in the following dialogue:
'Ni thiagat mna a n-indsi-sea', ol Senán. 'Where did you get that arrangement?' said Canir. 'Christ is no worse than you, for he came to redeem women no less than to redeem men. He did not suffer less for the sake of women than for the sake of men. Women have given humble service and ministration to Christ and to his apostles. Women then, no less than men enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. Why, then, would you not take women to you onto your island?' 'You are stubborn', said Senán.
Senán acquieses. Canir steps ashore, receives the sacrament from him, dies and is buried. 35 One of the most noteworthy aspects of this episode is the way Senán ignores Canir's walk across water, a miracle that marks her out as a saint and imitator of Christ.
Instead it is her verbal abilities that convince the male saint and leave him, for all practical purposes, speechless. to male and to female. This was the most common rebuttal, offered by men as well as women, to the charge of female inferiority. It was a rebuttal with a sting in the tail:
women were different but equal but men were even more equal.
These are not the only implications. Canir demands burial on a holy island, inhabited by men. The holy island is common in literature and was well-known in both text and practice to early christians, including the Irish. 39 However, the Irish development of it as a literary theme is unusual, drawing creatively on Classical works, christian texts and native traditions. Canir's speech intersects with a common Irish trope-the islands of women that populate the otherworld. 40 The all-female island which welcomes male adventurers is reversed in this case; Canir is initially refused entry to an all-male island. This refusal highlights Senán's lack of hospitality, a lack that is condemned. This condemnation is a partial not a blanket one. Senán is right to be afraid of the temptations offered by most women because his island is characterised by virginity and chastity, unlike the all-female otherworld islands which were thought to be places of sexual licence. Despite Canir's success, the episode maintains an implicit contrast between the pure island of Senán and the sinful islands of women. Gender hierarchies are not over-turned. Canir's success is unique and her victory pyrrhic, for
she does not open the way to other women and, by accepting the sacrament from Senán, implicly supports the exclusivity of male sacramental authority. Still, it is arguable that her stout self-defence preserves genuine female voices. Christian women were known to argue in the type of terms used by Canir. 41 Female sanctity is acceptable, even if it is not quite up to the male mark.
CONCLUSIONS
These two saints operate within constricting male worlds and respond to these constrictions in very different ways. Cranat acts on her own body; she refuses male sexual penetration by symbolically penetrating her own eyes and tearing them out. The saint's physical intactness is reinforced when she replaces her eyes, emblematic of her unbreached hymen. She is miraculously safe from the King of Munster's sexual advances. On the contrary, Canir speaks, opening her mouth and not her eyeball. Her eloquence is holy rather than garrulous and she wins the debate with Senán. So both women triumph and yet, neither victory is uncomplicated. Cranat underpins maledominated society by blessing the kingship of Fir Maige Féne and, while Canir outargues Senán, she presents a world-view where women serve and men act. Once again patriarchal structures emerge victorious. Cranat's support for them is the more encompassing and it is difficult to locate any real female imput into her legend. In contrast, Canir's defence of women is part of a medieval christian tradition that was expressed by women as well as men and is one that is more likely to bear the imprint of female aspirations or audiences. But, these and all audiences lived under the sometimes longer, sometimes shorter, shadows of christian misogyny. Long or short the shadows were inescapable.
